'Little Foxes' Will Open 5-Day Run Tomorrow In Gate Aud.

Pat Sikes Plays Regina; Role Made Famous By Bankhead, Bette Davis

The cunning Hubbard family of the South, with Patricia Sikes portraying Regina in the powerful, psychological drama, "The Little Foxes" is coming to Oberlin tomorrow in the Gate Theater. Student tickets will be available at the Gate Theater box office from 10 to 2 and 1 to 4 this week for five cents each with a card. For second-year students, the price each will be 25 cents. The group discount is $4 for 25 tickets or more.

The second major production of the year will be university-centered players, directed by the Leo Mode, instructor in speech, Abe Saiz set designer, and Howard Haas, the stage manager. "The Little Foxes" is a play written by playwright Lillian Hellman, was a smash hit on Broadway and in Hollywood where the role of Regina was played by the great Bette Davis and Olivia de Havilland.

The drama shows the conflict of the Hubbards' greed for money with the Southern tradition in their interminable plot. It is unique in the fact that it is a brilliant characterization, heavy melodrama, and spectacular pictures.

Others in the cast are: Mary Milburn, Susie Wilson, Mary Jo Butler, Jack Malcom, James Bates, Carl Johnson, Leroy McCarty, Allen, and Alan Nichols.

Larry B. Clark, assistant director of the speech dept., designed the set on the style of a Southern living room of the 1906 period. His assistants included, Martha Coppers, Janet Jones, Doreen Ogle, Susan Lee, Lois Lamkin, Sue Coffman, Mary Lou Barrow, Audrey McLean, and Marion Gates.

Movie Club Shows Series Of 10 Films

Cinema Club has announced its new series of films, the first of which will be "Father William," starting Feb. 15, 1951.

This series, which contains 10 films, is open to both faculty members and students. Active participation in films is open to charter members at 15 cents each. Films are presented Monday evenings at 9 p.m. in the classroom of the Chemistry Bldg. Members limited to 100 persons.

Films to be presented are:


The purpose of the senior recital is to provide a final opportunity for students to display their talents. Students may participate in the recital, in their own solo or in a group with at least one student. The recital will be held at 8:15 p.m. on Thursday, Jan. 18, in the PA Auditorium.

Debaters Add To Honors; Fernandez Ends Career

Bowling Green debaters came through this week end with another winning record in two debate tournaments.

At the Purdue Forensic Conference the team grabbed second place in a tie with DePaul University. This marks the change from seven states with outstanding debating records into the tourney. Through the competition of the country's top debaters, the Big Ten team scored eight against two received. This marks the school in first place, along with Bowling Green, was the only school to have an unblemished season. Our team placed 21st in the nation in the tourney, representing the negative side.

This debate conference was held last for the collegiate season of 1950-51. The teaming record which includes many of the nation's top debaters included:

Warren Allen, assistant professor of voice and vocal instructor of the 18 students, is carrying on the tradition of the school. Under the direction of Professor Allen, the team will be housed in the school's new quarters.

Debates opened the season with an impressive showing. The team then went on to win the second place in the tournament, representing the negative side.
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Policy Explained...

Clarification of the University Executive Committee’s plan for granting credits to men leaving for the armed forces has cleared up one point which previously appeared to be a folly.

As stated in last Tuesday's News, the Committee decided not to give letter grades to persons completing at least 14 weeks of the specific semester when they either became drafted or enlisted for a total of duty. In order for those courses to be used toward point overages or for prerequisites for future courses, the individual must re-enroll the University at a date corresponding to the time he left.

Curiously, this would seem to mean that a man returning to college for the last two, three, or four weeks of a semester would be in direct competition with students who have had the advantage of being in those classes for the full semester. It would seem that the returning student would find it extremely difficult to have full credit for the final examinations in a relatively short time if he would desire to re-enroll the University soon after his return to civilian status.

Actually, the plan makes it possible for the person to re-enroll immediately after his discharge, since enrollment call begin two, three, or four years. It stands to reason that he would be discharged at a date corresponding to the date he would have entered the service. The plan makes it possible for the veteran to review his previous courses before entering the following semester, thereby putting him in a better position to re-enter college immediately after his discharge, since enlistment has enlisted prior to final examination.

Most of them are not doing so. Indeed, two of the senior class prexy, is rare. That he has, is to expect soon to graduate, and a member of Alpha Tau Omega, a social fraternity. A radio station will be expected to have this column in the near future, which seemed to me to be clear, vice versa. We were unaware of the national importance of the TU team that night... even though it did win. It was the deciding vote. your vote may make all the difference... as a part of the whole.
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Services Drain Manpower As Social Whirl Continues

Jim Brown of MIS came up with an interesting idea for the Delta Gammas Friday evening entertainment and a program was worked out for the evening's entertainment.

Greeks Groups Entertain PKAs give an open house for the Delta Gammas Friday evening. Dancing and a program were planned for the evening's entertainment.

Alpha Phi were guests of the Sigma Nu Sunday afternoon at a party given at the Sigma Nu house. In honor of their most investiture as a chapter of Delta Zeta, the DZs were entertained by the Phi Kas, with an informal party Sunday, Jan. 7. Bob Vandal was chairman of the affair.

Delta Eps and Sigma Phi Eps held an exchange dinner party Friday, Jan. 5, as a joint celebration on their national inscriptions.

"Suppressed Desires" was the theme of the party the Phi Kas gave for the Theta Chi's Friday, Jan. 6. Everybody danced to express his suppressed desires.

Diaper Game Entertains Three faculty advisers and their families were dinner guests of the Phi Kappa Tau Sunday, Jan. 7. They were Mr. and Mrs. Donald L. Shoel and daughter, Mrs. moore, and Charlie Lohf."
Falcon Spirit Conquers In Typical BG-TU Meeting

Loyola, Marquette Feel Stings Of Inspired Falcons

**BULLET**

Marquette’s Hilltoppers surged to a nine point lead early in the second half last night but the Falcons, led by George Muellich, pulled away for a 78-63 win in BG’s first game under George Muellich.

Paced by Elly Joyce and Jim Gerber, the Falcons blasted Loyola 78-63 in BG’s first game under George Muellich. Gerber collected 22 tallies and Joyce meshed 18 as the Falcons battered the Ramblers and at one time held a 30-point lead.

ACTION IN TOLEDO University’s Field House during the Tu game which bogged with five men on fouls, 67-59, is shown. (Above) Tu’s, Willie Russell attempts to block Steve Galetti’s shot. (Right) Jerry Kemper prepares to go for that ball once, and as the tables were turned, and To- long . ,

Share’s Presence At Toledo Tilt Reminds Writer Of Past Years

By DAVE REICHER

We arrived early for the Toledo game, the fifth since resumption of relations with TU in 1948. On the floor—two freshman squads—playing with their last high school and new found collegiate ability.

Some ten minutes before the end of the game—a stop of the clock to allow a break in the game— --

George Muellich, Anderson’s assistant since 1942, became acting coach of the Falcon Conquers, and publicist director was named assistant director of athletics and will take over Anderson’s duties in that department.

Anderson quit out after his team here at BG won last game without playing only 56. He took five games of the season off before this game and would have finished second once.

In his nine years at Toledo his teams won 162 and lost only 41. In eight years at Toledo Wallex Anderson led his team to second place in the Western Reserve Conference.

Anderson is one of the few coaches in the country whose team, when they lose a contest, coach such All-Americans as Bob Gerber and Chuck Chancellor at Toledo and Wynn Green, Grou, and Mar Glen, and Charlie Share here at BG.

Anders isn’t completely out, however. He will be back in touch with the team at that time he gets out of Johnnies Hospital in about two weeks. But he will not have any active part in coaching this team in 1951.

George Muellich, Anderson’s assistant since 1942, became acting coach of the Falcon Conquers, and publicity director was named assistant director of athletics and will take over Anderson’s duties in that department.

Anderson quit out after his team here at BG won last game without playing only 56. He took five games of the season off before this game and would have finished second once.

In his nine years at Toledo his teams won 162 and lost only 41. In eight years at Toledo Wallex Anderson led his team to second place in the Western Reserve Conference.

Anderson is one of the few coaches in the country whose team, when they lose a contest, coach such All-Americans as Bob Gerber and Chuck Chancellor at Toledo and Wynn Green, Grou, and Mar Glen, and Charlie Share here at BG.

Did Andy’s Hat Win The Game?

Coach Harold Anderson, somehow, put his hat on the back of Andy the TU-BG game, dropped his hat, hit him on the head once. Throughout the first half, nobody, not even Andy, noticed Andy’s hat, but Andy said that the game was won by his hat.
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Coach Harold Anderson, somehow, put his hat on the back of Andy the TU-BG game, dropped his hat, hit him on the head once. Throughout the first half, nobody, not even Andy, noticed Andy’s hat, but Andy said that the game was won by his hat.

Half way back to the floor after the halftime intermission Coach Gerber asked Jim Wittlaker and said, "Jim, you took 5 point lead over this team while I, by golly, had only six points left in the game with you." Wittlaker retried Anderson’s hat and as you know, BG won.
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